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REDUCING RISK,
ENSURING COMPLIANCE

The Top Providers for Risk Management and Due Diligence Guide
When you have the top providers of risk management and due diligence in your corner, it’s easy to
make the right choices. These top providers help mortgage servicers and their industry partners
improve transparency, minimize risk, and ensure regulatory compliance on every step of the way.
With loan audits and portfolio reviews so comprehensive that they not only uncover trouble spots,
but unearth new opportunities for growth, the companies in these next pages would be influential
members of any team.
With this special section, we’ve uncovered the best of the best, and we aren’t keeping them to
ourselves. Turn the page to discover the companies listed in the Risk Management and Due
Diligence Guide, and uncover new ways to best serve your company and its future.
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ALACRITY SERVICES
CORPORATE DETAILS 360 East 10th Ave., Suite 400 | Eugene, OR 97401 | AlacrityServices.com
BusinessDevelopment@AlacrityServices.com
COMPANY DESCRIPTION

KEY PERSONNEL

Jonathan Miko
President

Keith Hemmer

Business Development Officer

Vincent Patane
Operating Officer

Cristan Newton

VP of Business Development

STAFFING
160 company employees, 2,000+
independent network contractors

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE
Approximately 99 percent of U.S.
population coverage, including
Hawaii and Alaska

COMPANY HISTORY
Alacrity Services began in 1999
in Atlanta, Georgia. Alacrity’s
headquarter office is located in
Eugene, Oregon, with a second
office in Charlotte, North Carolina.

INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES,
AND MILESTONES
»» Nineteen years in business as
of 2018
»» Named a 2016 and 2017 Top
Workplace by The Oregonian
»» Launched Resolve® powered
by Lowe’s (ResolveByLowes.
com) in 2016, directly connecting
consumers and investors to a
nationwide contractor network
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Alacrity Services is a nationally recognized contractor
network services company that facilitates top-quality restoration, repair, and mitigation services to a variety of clients across a number of industries, including insurance,
commercial, and real estate. The company’s network of
independent service providers has been built through rigorous credentialing practices to ensure quality, integrity,
and stability. The company’s model incorporates proprietary workflow management software and leverages
top-to-bottom industry experience to provide exceptional support throughout the lifecycle of each project.
The retail footprint and material and product sourcing
capabilities of Alacrity’s parent company, Lowe’s® Home
Improvement, allows the company to provide its clients
with access to innovative, value-adding opportunities. Altogether, these resources result in customizable, turnkey
repair solutions that get clients’ damaged and debilitated
properties back to marketable condition efficiently and
cost-effectively.

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS

Alacrity Services’ Offerings Include:
»» Nationwide network of credentialed contractors
»» Dedicated field and support staff
»» Project workflow management software
»» Workmanship and product warranties
»» Resolve® by Lowe’s direct-to-consumer program
(ResolveByLowes.com)
»» Network Contractor Services Include:
»» General contractor, mitigation, emergency, specialty,
contents, and full-service
»» Residential and commercial
»» Ladder assist to catastrophic and large loss
»» Roofing, flooring, and more

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS

The core of Alacrity’s business is a national network of
credentialed service providers. Their extensive screening process includes: business history and profile,
financial stability, insurance coverages, and background checks. Alacrity also regularly monitors network
contractors to ensure they maintain these credentialing
standards. Contractor performance is tracked, scored,
and rewarded in order to incentivize quality and efficiency. Alacrity’s field and support staff develop strong
professional relationships with network contractors so
that contractors are comfortable operating within the
expectations of the network. These practices allow
assurance that customers can be confident that their
projects will be handled efficiently, professionally, and in
a timely manner.
Quality is of utmost importance. In addition to pursuing top quality work through screening practices and
tracking contractor performance, Alacrity also requires
network contractors to provide industry standard warranties on materials and workmanship. The Alacrity Quality

Assurance guarantee is then provided as an additional
level of protection for their customers.

COMPETITVE ADVANTAGE
»» Boots on the ground: Experienced field staff strategically located across the country, with presence in
local markets, that know contractors and can put
eyes on projects.
»» Right-sized contractor network: Alacrity maintains
the right number of contractors aligned with the
volume of work.
»» Customization of services: Alacrity can tailor their
offerings to any client’s needs.
»» Ability to leverage materials and product sourcing of
Lowe’s retail stores, bringing homes back to marketable condition more quickly and efficiently.

ADDED CLIENT VALUE

Alacrity’s nearly two decades of experience in the home
repair and restoration business allows the company to
provide clients with immense value, but above all, their
high-touch customer service is what drives results. One
of Alacrity’s differentiators is their multi-layer approach to
customer service, providing comprehensive support during the course of every job with these critical roles:
»» Regional Field Managers (RFM): experienced field
staff who live in the market and work with contractors
on-site, ensuring any potential issues are anticipated
and therefore avoided.
»» Customer Service Group (CSG): the designated
desk-based points of contact who monitor the timeliness of work orders, provide technical troubleshooting, and work in tandem with the Regional Field
Managers to ensure that each job is progressing as
scheduled.
»» Account Executive ProServices (AEP): a Lowe’s
representative focusing on the support of Alacrity
Services network contractors to utilize all available
resources, maximize value, and deliver efficiencies to
product selection and fulfillment.

KEYS TO SUCCESS

The combined power of Alacrity’s extensive network of
credentialed contractors, experienced field and support
staff, and technological tools make Alacrity Services
the perfect solution for those in need of property repair,
restoration, and rehabilitation. Alacrity fully commits to
providing its clients with customized solutions, and have
built their company on a foundation of professionalism,
communication, and responsiveness.
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ARKFORECAST, INC.
CORPORATE DETAILS 25222 Glen Loch Drive, The Woodlands, Texas 77380 | 866.861.7728
Support@ArkForecast.com | ArkForecast.com
COMPANY DESCRIPTION

KEY PERSONNEL

Bill Voss

Founder & CEO

Mike Mercer
President

Marcus Johnson
CCO

Marjorie Atwater
COO

Frank Hernandez
CTO

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND
COVERAGE AREA
Nationwide in the US, and scaling
up to expand abroad.

STAFFING
10+ company employees

KEYS TO SUCCESS
»» Passion for a simple idea that will
make huge changes in people’s
lives
»» Hard work from intelligent
employees
»» Utilization of technology
»» A global footprint
»» Consistent accurate information
»» Always staying ahead of the
curve

ArkForecast is an advanced data management solution
that monitors current and impending weather conditions
and houses historical weather data specifically related
to client real estate assets. Clients use ArkForecast’s
custom tailored data to quickly determine if damage has
occurred at a property location within a client’s real estate portfolio. Further, within the ArkForecast dashboarddriven environment, users can see current weather
patterns or historical data for any of their properties. The
system also sends alerts via text and email in real-time
for impending or recent weather conditions, alerting
those in place to investigate any potential damage.
ArkForecast also offers historical military-grade satellite
imagery which allows clients to track the condition of the
roof system over a period of years.
Currently the nation’s largest mortgage providers,
portfolio owners, and corporate campuses are unmonitored, leaving them vulnerable to unnecessary weather
related damage. An event may occur at night, or at a
vacant building or campus, leaving the owner completely
unaware of the damage that has occurred. These unnoticed damages translate into massive costs that could
have been mitigated if the issue was addressed in a timely
fashion. Unfortunately, if property owners don’t know
about the damage, they can’t alert carriers in time—ArkForecast solves this problem by notifying clients immediately when potentially damaging weather has occurred.
With this revolutionary software application ArkForecast
clients can significantly mitigate damages to their portfolio
and their pocketbook.

COMPANY HISTORY
ArkForecast was conceived of and founded by Bill Voss,
who was seeing the same cycle over and over again of
losses due simply to the fact that property owners were
not aware of damage in a timely fashion. He recognized
the need for an alert-based system for property owners,
and decided to do something about it. Throughout 2017
and 2018, ArkForecast has been developed into the robust weather centric property management system that
it is today—a intuitive dashboard-driven solution saving
clients millions and millions of dollars.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
ArkForecast’s adherence to current and ever changing
laws, regulations, and guidelines, along with specifications
relevant to it’s business offering is a critical component to
the company’s success strategy and product offering.

show an accurate picture of the potential loss. Additionally, other offerings only provide a single service, where
ArkForecast provides all of the benefits listed in the following Key Features/Benefits section.

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS
ArkForecast offers a dashboard for users to monitor the
impending and historical weather for their properties, including text and email alerts, in depth satellite and drone
reports upon request, and a large network of mitigation
specialists ready to immediately attend to any problems.

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS
»» SMS and Email alerts when properties are threatened so property managers can act quickly and save
money
»» Basic damage reports on address specific historical
weather data for use in insurance claims, deciding
whether or not to inspect for damage, or choosing
whether or not to purchase a property
»» Detailed reports, including in-person inspections,
drone imagery, and high-resolution satellite imagery
so owners have as much information as possible
about potential damages to their real estate assets
»» Map view of current weather with all properties plotted so property managers can see what damages
might occur
»» Multiple users per account for larger portfolios so
property managers can focus on the properties that
matter to them
»» Extensive valuation and appraisals of properties and
portfolios so property owners can keep up to date on
the value of their real estate assets
»» Detailed historical transaction data for each property
»» Reports on construction at each property so owners
know when the roof was replaced, or the deck was
added, etc., to help with insurance claims or valuation.

ADDED CLIENT VALUE
Most data related to covered loss events, especially
weather-related events, slips through the cracks, or is
never collected to begin with. ArkForecast has automated
all of this by making portfolio owners more efficient and
saving them money. ArkForecast tracks temperatures and
alerts owners when it’s time to winterize their properties,
and offers wind reports so owners can prepare for heavy
winds that might be damaging. No other offering in the
space has the robust capability of ArkForecast.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
With competitors, monitoring properties like this for
weather damage is currently a manual process that takes
hours per property to return results. Other offers generally
are single sourced data driven technologies that fail to
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CLAYTON, A RADIAN COMPANY
CORPORATE DETAILS 2638 S. Falkenburg Road | Riverview, Florida 33578
Clayton.com | 877.291.5301 | Sales@Clayton.com
COMPANY DESCRIPTION
Clayton provides products and services that financial
institutions, investors, and government entities use to
originate, evaluate, acquire, securitize, service, and monitor loans and asset-backed securities. Clayton conducts
its business with uncompromising transparency and
integrity. As part of its overall governance, Clayton’s system of internal controls includes organizational design,
written policies and procedures, operating practices, and
controls to protect people and assets. This integration of
key activities helps identify irregularities and reduce risk.

COMPANY HISTORY
KEY PERSONNEL

Eric Ray

Senior EVP, Technology and
Transaction Services

Tim Reilly

EVP, Real Estate Services and
Surveillance Operations

Tony Neske

SVP, Transaction Management

Michael Dziuba

SVP, Enterprise Sales, Mortgage and
Real Estate Services

Trey Beal

VP, Client Service Management

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES , AND
PRODUCTS
Clayton is a member of the Radian
family of companies, which provides
the most comprehensive suite of
private mortgage insurance, risk
management products, and real
estate services in the industry.
Clayton’s core offerings include loan
due diligence and securitization
services, servicing oversight, and
surveillance. The Radian family of
companies also includes:
»» Green River Capital – REO asset
management and SFR services,
including SFR diligence
»» Red Bell – advanced automated
property valuations and asset
management technology
»» Radian Title Services – national
title, closing and settlement
services
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Since 1989, Clayton has been a pioneer in the loan
review, due diligence, and surveillance industries. The
company has performed due diligence on more than 12
million mortgage loans, provided support and oversight
of loans with more than $2 trillion in original balance,
provided more than 13.9 million property valuations,
and sold over 175,000 real estate properties. Each year,
Clayton conducts over 150,000 targeted reviews focused
on servicer operational and regulatory compliance.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Clayton offers unparalleled breadth and depth of data
and technology-driven services, and is uniquely positioned to bring impartial, effective solutions to current
market challenges. As a pioneer in the financial services
industry, Clayton has built a reputation as an innovator
that clients can trust for its experience, customized services, and objectivity. In addition to its unique expertise,
Clayton’s hands-on approach to customer service sets
it apart from other firms. The Clayton team is committed
to helping its clients better understand their portfolio,
mitigate risk, and position their business for success.

KEYS TO SUCCESS
With the support of its parent company Radian, Clayton
is continuing to invest significantly in technology, infrastructure, and experienced staff, all focused on creating
more efficient and innovative solutions and expanding
into new markets to better serve its clients. The company
now offers Asset Representatives Reviewer Services to
maximize transparency and value for security investors.
Clayton remains a committed, leading service provider to
the single-family rental and transitional financing (fix-andflip) markets.

ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS

Residential Loan Due Diligence
»» Largest and longest-standing due diligence firm in
the industry.
»» Due diligence workforce of hundreds of underwriters
»» Clayton is an approved S&P and DBRS RMBS thirdparty review (TPR) provider and meets the standards
of Moody’s, Fitch Ratings, and Kroll Bond Ratings for
pre-securitization due diligence.
Credit Risk Management/Loan Surveillance
»» Execute over 150,000 targeted compliance reviews
per year—assessing compliance with representations, regulatory and legal requirements, investor
guidelines, and settlement agreements.
»» Depth of experience includes advisory services, asset
management services, claim review services and loan
review/due diligence for all property and credit types.
»» Broad and vast array of historical transaction data.
Innovating Solutions for the Single-Family Rental
Market
»» By leveraging its expertise in real estate and capital
markets, Green River Capital designed a full suite of
services to support SFR lenders and investors.
»» Its SFR diligence services include a thorough collateral review and validation of sponsor and/or borrower
data, property documentation, and loan files.
»» Green River Capital has participated as the diligence
agent for all SFR single-borrower securitizations that
have come to market.
Regulatory Knowledge
»» Clayton offers expertise in major regulatory compliance guidelines, including TRID, ATR/QM, FACTA,
HMDA, NRSRO rules, and Federal servicing rules
and regulations.
Team of Industry Experts
»» Beyond tools and technology, Clayton offers an experienced team of industry experts who work handson with their clients to provide actionable insights.
»» Clayton’s subject-matter experts have held significant positions in the banking and residential real
estate industries, bringing years of lending and
operational experience.
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NEW DILIGENCE ADVISORS
CORPORATE DETAILS 120 Gibraltar Rd, Horsham, PA 19044 | 267.317.1702 | Sales@SeleneNDA.com
www.SeleneNDA.com
COMPANY DESCRIPTION

ADDED CLIENT VALUE

New Diligence Advisors (NDA) is a national third-party
review firm, led by industry veterans and built on proven
technology. NDA’s experienced team is bringing innovation, flexibility, and technology back to the loan
review and diligence process, creating comprehensive,
accurate, and transparent results that empower clients to
maximize returns.

NDA understands that each market and asset type has
unique due diligence requirements, and they address
these distinct needs through comprehensive, detailoriented, accurate, transparent, and customized results.
NDA’s strong commitment to service and partnership
with its clients help them achieve their goals to improve
risk management. Our proven technology platform is
easily customized to design a diligence scope that is
specifically tailored to our client’s needs.

COMPANY HISTORY
Launched in 2018, NDA is a team of industry veterans,
committed to the due diligence space, and focused on
the quality of customer experience. Financially, NDA is
backed by Selene Holdings LLC, and its principal investors, Ranieri Partners Management and Oaktree Capital
Management.

Joe Pensabene
President & CEO

Mark Hughes

Chief Operating Officer

Ann Gibbons

Managing Director

Tom Donatacci
Managing Director

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND
COVERAGE AREA
NDA is headquartered in Horsham,
Pennsylvania, with an operations
center in Jacksonville, Florida.
KEY PERSONNEL

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS
NDA performs comprehensive and dynamic reviews,
customized to address different asset types and client
needs.
NDA offers a full range of review services for all loan
types including:
»» Non-QM
»» Jumbo
»» Business Purpose Loans
»» Fix-n-Flip
»» Reverse Mortgages
»» Agency and Non-Agency
NDA works on all types of transactions that benefit
from a loan review including:
»» Portfolio Trades
»» Securitization
»» Mortgage Servicing Rights trading
»» Warehouse Lending

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Our experienced team is bringing innovation, flexibility
and technology back to the loan review and diligence
process: creating comprehensive, accurate and transparent results that empower clients to maximize returns.

KEYS TO SUCCESS
Traditionally, due diligence providers have been focused
on the credit-compliance-valuation-data integrity review,
as required by the rating agencies for securitization. NDA
is committed to providing more than these kinds of static,
rote, box-checking reviews. The company also provides
a more comprehensive service solution, so clients don’t
need to manage multiple vendors.
But, most notably, NDA is a consultative partner that is
attuned to changing risk and market dynamics, a kind of
insight that comes with experience gained through various mortgage cycles.

“We’ve designed NDA
to significantly improve
the customer experience and we’re building
the next generation due
diligence platform to
deliver it.”
- Mark Hughes, Chief Operating Officer
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PROTITLEUSA
CORPORATE DETAILS 95 James Way, Unit 120 | 888-878-8081 | Info@ProTitleUSA.com
ProTitleUSA.com
COMPANY DESCRIPTION
ProTitleUSA, a leader in Nationwide Title Search and
Analytics Market, serves both residential and commercial distressed asset space, title insurance and closing,
refinance market, pre-foreclosure and REO markets, and
capital markets, as well as forward and reverse mortgage
servicing. ProTitleUSA offers nationwide residential and
commercial O&E reports, coupled with unrecorded lien
searches with proprietary developed portfolio dashboard
reporting and analysis, together with page-by-page
title exam, quality control, and analysis of data used in
portfolio due diligence.

COMPANY HISTORY
KEY PERSONNEL

Alex Goldovsky
Founder and CEO

Erika Wrzeszczynski
Director of Operations

Veronica Sones

Client On-Boarding Manager and Data
Analytics

Suzanne Kessler

Corporate Compliance, Comptroller
and Oversight Manager

Yaroslav Levchenko

VP of Information Technology

STAFFING
55 FTEs, 1530 Contractors

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND COVERAGE AREA
ProTitleUSA services all counties in
all states, Puerto Rico, Guam, and
the Virgin Islands in both the residential and commercial space.

INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES,
AND MILESTONES
Part of INC5000 Fastest Growing
Private Company—4 years in a row
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ProTitleUSA is a US-based company, operating in the
industry for the past 11 years. It is headquartered in
Southampton, PA with offices in Tucson, AZ, Middletown, RI and Jacksonville, FL. ProTitleUSA was nominated as an INC5000 fastest private growing company 4
years in a row. Alex Goldovsky, CEO of the company, is a
mastermind behind many leading cutting-edge products
in the title research, automation and analytics industry
with 9 US Patents.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
ProTitleUSA is licensed to operate in every state and
every county, with a required network of attorneys in
Louisiana, South Carolina, and North Carolina to meet
necessary compliance in Title Research.

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS
»» Nationwide residential and commercial title and tax
reports
»» Portfolio dashboard reporting and analysis
»» Unrecorded lien search in municipalities
»» Mobile home conversion search
»» Asset and risk grading (customized per client)
»» Water/sewer balance payoff
»» 2nd position lien (unique) due diligence products
»» Commercial asset due diligence products
»» Puerto Rico portfolio dashboard with grading
»» Reverse mortgage analysis with defects
»» Title Exam for mortgage enforceability
»» Portfolio curative sorting
»» Pre-securitization title search and exam for 15E Form

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS
ProTitleUSA tailored most of their products based on client feedback and current needs. One of the most popular products used by many clients is a portfolio dashboard and analysis based on O&E reports performed by
the company. ProTitleUSA enables their clients to cut the
due diligence title review by 75 percent, using custom
developed automation to absorb all legal aspects of each
jurisdiction, assignment break checking, grading and risk
analysis, lien position validation total liens surviving fore-

closure, as well as many other customizable dashboard
features, while delivering a report on the portfolio that
can be interpreted by NON-title individuals. ProTitleUSA
combines title reporting together with Title Exam for
mortgage enforceability, curative actions for clearing the
title, unrecorded lien searches (code enforcement, permit
violations, demolition, tax sales), as well as utility balance
payoffs to cover all the known issues in the asset acquisition space. The same dashboard analysis is available to
their clients through API access.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
ProTitleUSA is the only company on the market with
deep analysis of over 1200 meta data points from each
title search with flexibility to create custom reporting on
the individual asset and/or portfolio level. The company
performs their search work within the U.S. with triple
quality control process of each file to guarantee reports
for title insurance industry. Over the course of 11 years,
ProTitleUSA has built and vetted a network of stellar searchers across the country to give the company
perfect quality. Their team of title examiners is extremely
knowledgeable in all aspects of the nationwide title market, building new validation rules in their dashboard not
just at the state level, but down to the local jurisdictions.

ADDED CLIENT VALUE
ProTitleUSA is able to customize our workflow in order to
make sure clients receive everything they need for their
due diligence, as well as customize the analysis results
to easily integrate within their systems or workflows.
Even when clients are not sure what they need, with
ProTitleUSA’s many years of experience, they are able to
advise on what product would be right for them, based
on the market they are in and help them build their due
diligence workflow. ProTitleUSA is constantly adding new
features and analysis tools to help clients expedite the
time it takes to consume their reports. ProTitleUSA’s goal
is to provide fast and accurate reports as well as save
their clients valuable time and money.

KEYS TO SUCCESS
ProTitleUSA is constantly growing and adapting to clients
needs. The company has experience with all different
types of clients and markets, and one of their main keys
to success is their knowledgeable and reliable staff, combined with state of the art technology and automation
to enable processing thousands of orders with highest
quality.
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VENDORLY
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TM

CORPORATE DETAILS Vendorly.com | Michael.Ehms@Vendorly.com
COMPANY DESCRIPTION

COMPETITVE ADVANTAGE

VendorlyTM is an innovative SaaS vendor management
platform designed to help financial institutions manage
their vendors and meet their evolving vendor oversight
obligations. The Vendorly platform can help to streamline
vendor due diligence, document maintenance, monitoring, and audits. Since its launch in 2016, Vendorly has
onboarded over 90 clients.

Why Vendorly?
»» Onboarded 90+ financial institutions
»» Network of 25,000+ vendors
»» 19,000+ active customer and vendor users
»» 221 customizable certification packages and nearly
422 certification artifacts
»» 18,800+ integrated compliance bots executed with
an average of 2,000+ bots per month in Q1 2018

COMPANY HISTORY

KEY PERSONNEL

James Vaca

Senior Vice President

Michael Ehms
Sales Manager

STAFFING
45 company employees*

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND
COVERAGE AREA
Global
*As of May 2018

Vendorly launched in 2016 exclusively for members of
the Lenders One® Cooperative, a national alliance of
independent mortgage bankers, and became available
to the broader mortgage and financial services market
outside of the Lenders One® network in 2017. Vendorly
was designed to help financial institutions manage their
vendors and meet regulators’ evolving vendor oversight
obligations.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
Vendorly can help strengthen financial institutions’
compliance management frameworks by making it easier
to manage certifications and documents needed for
vendor due diligence. This includes automatic searches
of third-party databases, such as OFAC and CFPB, for
complaints and incidents against that vendor. Additionally, clients receive documentation for each vendor and
are able to easily run reports to gain insight into which
vendors are not meeting specified compliance requirements.

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS
Vendorly offers managed vendor oversight services,
including due diligence, document management, annual
assessments, information security assessments, financial condition reviews, and on-site audits. In addition to
the software platform and operational support, Vendorly
offers integrations with third parties to give its clients access to an array of due diligence resources.

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS
Vendorly helps simplify third-party risk management
processes so financial institutions can manage vendor
relationships and keep compliant with regulatory guidelines. For mature programs, Vendorly brings an extra
layer of efficiency and control. For less mature programs,
Vendorly provides a complete out-of-the-box solution to
jump-start a program of any size or complexity.
»» Experience: Leverage experience honed over the
years while overseeing 25,000+ vendors
»» Efficiency: Streamline client vendor management
solutions
»» Control: Clients keep track of vendors in one place
to help make audits and examination requests
manageable

ADDED CLIENT VALUE
Vendorly is focused on continuously expanding the value
provided to its clients. In the past year, Vendorly has significantly grown its third-party oversight data providers,
making it easier to order services from these providers.
Vendorly has also upgraded its reporting module to meet
the evolving requirements of its clients, demonstrating
Vendorly’s commitment to giving its customers the tools
they need to help efficiently manage their vendor management processes.

KEYS TO SUCCESS
Vendorly ensures that vendors are rigorously screened
with due diligence requirements commensurate with the
level of risk and complexity of the third-party relationship
during onboarding and on an ongoing basis. Oversight
can be configured, at a vendor level, to handle any
combination of due diligence checks depending on
complexity.
Document and follow a vendor oversight policy &
procedure
»» Vendor inventory across the organization
»» Classify vendors into various risk tiers
»» Define oversight requirements for each of the tiers
»» Conduct initial & ongoing oversight
»» Monitor, remediate & revisit
Vendorly gets to know each customer and the unique
needs of their operations. These insights guide the
company as they develop a dymanic solution that helps
simplify vendor oversight.

INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND MILESTONES
2018 HousingWire Tech100TM Winner
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